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Abstract 
EI-Serafi, S.A., F.Z. EI-Halafawy, M.H. Eissa and M.M. Kamel, An MSPT of a parametrically excited 
cantilever beam, Journal of Computational nd Applied Mathematics 47 (1993) 219-239. 
A system of nonlinear, coupled, second-order differential equations describing the oscillations of a cantilever 
beam has been considered and solved. The multiple-time scale perturbation technique (MSPT) has been 
applied to solve those differential equations up to the fourth approximation. The obtained solutions are 
presented as the response of the system's different modes. The theoretical resonance conditions of the system 
(three different modes) have been obtained from the third and fourth approximations. Some of these 
resonance conditions have been confirmed applying well-known umerical techniques. 
Keywords: Oscillations; perturbation technique; resonance conditions; nonlinear beam system. 
O. Notations 
Aj0(tl): Complex functions of slow time scale t 1. 
aj: Initial condition constants ( j  = 1, 2, 3). 
D and DI: Differential operators; D = a/at and D 1 
dri, Eim, ei,,,: Real coefficients. 
Fn: Excitation functions (n = 1, 2). 
Gnt, H,t, g,t, h~l, tin, Myi, Nim: Real coefficients. 
Pn: Excitation force amplitude. 
Qin, Rin, Sire, qim, rin: Rea l  coef f ic ients .  
t, tl: Fast and slow time scales; tl = et. 
U/m, Vii: Real coefficients. 
W0: Peak support displacement. 
= a/Ot 1. 
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Xj: System responses. 
XjO , X j l  , X j2 , X j3: Perturbation variables expansion. 
a j: Nonlinear damping factors, % = toy~'j. 
e: Perturbation parameter. 
~'~: "Order" viscous damping coefficients. 
S2: Excitation frequency. 
to j: Natural frequency of undamped free vibration. 
1. Introduction 
A system of a cantilever beam subjected to vertical harmonic excitation at its base is 
presented. The oscillations of the considered beam are modeled by three differential equations 
coupled mainly by parametric terms [1]. These three equations represent two bending modes 
and a third torsional one. Dugundij and Mukhopadhyay [2] studied experimentally and 
theoretically the influence of some types of combination resonance involving fundamental 
bending and torsion modes of vibration on the instability regions near forcing frequencies 
(ff~ = O) 1 q- 0.)2). The same results have been obtained in [6,11]. Also the effects of beam length 
on the resonance conditions of the vibrating system have been studied [9]. 
Cartmell and Roberts [1,10] investigated a two degrees of freedom system of differential 
equations (with one bending mode and one torsion mode). Then, they studied a system of 
differential equations for three degrees of freedom (with two bending modes and one torsion 
mode). A multiple scale perturbation scheme up to the second-order approximation is applied. 
An expression is derived describing the stability boundary for another type of combination 
resonance, in which only bending is apparent. Further investigations revealed that there exist 
two combination resonances which simultaneously can be excited. A third resonance ffect was 
noted in very close proximity to the former ones. This third resonance is defined as a detuning 
parameter related to the combination resonance. 
In this paper, the three degrees of freedom system developed by Cartmell and Roberts [1] 
has been solved applying the method of multiple scales perburbation, which has been studied in 
[5,7-9]. This method is applied up to the fourth-order approximation to determine different 
types of resonance cases. At the end of this paper these resonance cases are justified using 
some well-known numerical techniques. 
2. Mathematical techniques 
The three degrees of freedom system of differential equations, which has been developed 
and experimentally justified in [1], is stated in the form 
2 Sn + 2F'an'Yn "q-t°nXn='PnX3 cos(~-2t), n= 1, 2, (1) 
.eY 3 "+" 2ea3J( 3 +w~X3=e(X1F  +XzFz) cos(12t), (2) 
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with the general initial conditions 
Xt(0 ) =a  t and )/'t(0) =0,  j=1 ,2 ,3 ,  
where Pn, Fn, n = 1, 2, are the excitation force amplitudes and the excitation functions, 
respectively, which are functions of the excitation force frequency and amplitude (a ,  W0), and 
the beam dimensions. 
Now the solution of the above system of differential equations in expansion form in two time 
scales t and t a is presented as 
O0 
xAt, ,)= E ' • Xji(t, tl) ~-Xjo + •Xjl + •2Xj2 + •3Xj3 + " ' ' .  (3) 
i=0 
The first and second derivatives of the above defined series can be written as 
O0 
i+1 £t(  t' •)~-" E [•iOxji "t-• OlXji], (4) 
i=0 
CO 
~(t ,  • )= Y'~ [•iO2xti + 2•i+lOOlXji + •i+2O2xji ] . (5) 
i=0 
Substituting (3)-(5) into (1) and (2), with separation of similarly ordered coefficients of • up to 
third order (•3), the following system of differential equations can be obtained: 
2 =0,  (6) D2Xjo -4- to t Xjo 
DEx,,1 + to,,x,,12 = xaoP,, cos(at )  - 2a,,Dx,, o - 2DDax,, o, (7a) 
O2x31 + to2x31 = (Xlof  1 + xz0F2) cos (a t ) -  2a3Dx3o-  2DOlX3o , (7b) 
D2x,,2 + o92Xnz=x31Pn cos(at )  - 2otnDXnl - 2OOlXna - 2a,,Dlx,, o - DZx,,o, (8a) 
D2X32 + to2x32 = (Xl lF 1 -4-XzlF2) cos(a t ) -  2a3Dx31-  2DDIX3] 
2 D2Xn3 + ¢.OnXn3 
OZx33 + 0.)2x33 
= (x l2 f  1 + x22F2) cos(at) - 2t~3Dx32 - 
where n = 1, 2. 
- -  20t3DlX30 - DZx30,  
-- x32P  1 cos(at )  - 2ot.Dx.2 - 2DDIxn2 - 2otnDlXnl - D2Xnl, 




3. First approximation 
Solution of (6) can be expressed in the following form: 
Xjo=Zjo(t l )  ei%'+.~0(t l )  e-i%,, j - -  1, 2, 3, (10) 
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where the bar denotes the complex conjugate. Substituting from (10) into (7a) at n = j  = 1, we 
get 
D2x11+co~x11=P1[A3o ei'~,,+.A3o e-i'°3, ] 
[(dAao ) ] 
-2ioJ 1 ~ +°~1A1° el'°,,- ~ +O~1/~10 e -i~°,, . (11) 
For a bounded solution of the above equation, the resonant erms should be eliminated. Hence, 
dA10 d/~i0 
+ aaA lo  = O, ~ + aaA lo  = O. 
dt I dt 1 
Similarly, from (10), (7a) and (7b), the following can be obtained: 
I 
Ajo(tl)=Kia e -'~;q, Ajo(tl)=Kjz e -~'~, (12) 
where Kjl =Ajo(0) and Kj2 =~o(0) ,  t ---> 0, t 1 ---> 0. 
From the initial conditions, we get 
Kjl =/~2 1 = -~aj, 
i.e., (10) takes the form 
1 f i~o., " (13) Xjo = -~aj[e J + e -''°~'] e -afll. 
These solutions are the same as those reported in [8]. 
4. Second approximation 
Substituting (13) into (7a) and (7b), and using the initial conditions, the general solutions of 
the second-order differential equations are given by 
[(ei 3 e i 3) 1 
x"l=la3P" R,,----a + R,,----2 e-~3qc°s(g2t)-(qnlei~"'+qn2e-i~"')e-'~"t~' (14) 
[( ) 2 e'~l' e - -  103Jlt X31 = E ½alFl + e -altl cos(Ot )  
l= 1 R(I+2)I R(/+2)2 
-(q3,2,_1, ei°3' + q~21, e io3,)e-°3/,], (15) 
Rin, qnl, q3i, i --- 1, 2, 3, 4, n = l = 1, 2, are real coefficients (see the Appendix). 
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5. Third approximation 
Substituting (13)-(15) into (8a) and (8b), following the same procedure, the general solutions 
of these differential equations take the form 
Xn2 [ ( e,,O3, =a~P. (~3-~. )  e -°~`~ -~-~/~ (i~o~ cos(g2t) - 0 sin(g2t)) 
e i3 ,  ,) ( 





+ -g2- sin(tO,,t) 
Rn2 
sin( tO .t ) 
t 
"k" -~-----anOt n 2 e-a.tl 
L tO n 
[2i( 1 
[tOn R(n +2)1 
1 / sin(to.t ) 
R(n + 2)2 ] 
t 
2 e ''°-' 
+ -4- 
e-i,o., ] sinZ(12t) 
( O - tO,,)R(,,+ z)z l 
t . 
2it e ''°.' e ~o,., 
+ 
tOn R(n+2)l R(n+2)2 
I e_Ctnt I 
+ -~Pn atFt (en(21-1) ei,,,., a t. en(21 ) e -i~°-') e-a.q 
• .) )] el°J3t e-'t°3t e iaat' cos(~"~ t ) 
q3(2/-1) Rn--- T + q3(21) Rn---- ~
( (__)n (h-1 ei'°"'+hn2 e-ic°nt) -½ao-n)PnFo-n) to2 ~2 
+(g.a el'°"' +g.2 e-i°'"')) e --°tntl 
(__)n ( ei~o_.)____~, e- ia~(3-n)t 
+ ) R(5-n)2 
+ 
eitO(3_n)t e - ito(a_.)t 
R(5_,,)1S,,1 + R(5_,,)2S,,2 
cos(2at)) e-~,~--,',], (16) 
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X32 = 
n=l  
[( eltOn/ a.F.(a.-a3) 000. cos(at)-a sin(at)) R~.+2~1 
e - it°n' 
- - ( ico  n cos(at )  + a s in (a t ) )  ) R(. + 2)2 e --°tnt l  
-- i00n(d3(2n_l} e i'°,, + d3(2n) e - i ' ' ' )  
__  
 2(12 
(-O 3 R(n+2)l  
+ 
1) )  
2 sin(003t) 
R(. + 2)2 
16 P.F. R.1 R.2 
2 e l~°', 
+~ (a  + 003)R.1 
. 
2it e l~°'' e -'°~,, 
003 Rnl Rn2 
o o3tl] 
½a3F. e'~°' 
qnl R( n + 2)1 
) e-"°" sin2(/_/t )
-k- (~,_~ __ 003)Rn 2 
e-  i,~°, 1 
+ q.2 } e -'~"'' cos (a t )  
R(n + 2)2 
• I t  -loJ,,) e-a3t l  + 00 3 -- (e3(2n- 1) ei~°3' + e3(2n) e a3a ] e -°'''1 sin(003 t). (17) 
S.t, d.t, d3i, h.t, g.t and eij , i = 1, 2, 3, 4, j = 1, 2, 3, n = l = 1, 2, are real coefficients (see the 
Appendix). 
6. Fourth approximation 
Again substituting from (14)-(17) into (9a) and (9b), and following the same procedure, the 
general solution of these equations is given by 
Xn3 
2  1(1 a)((e- e-i 3t) 
= ~a3P.  E PIFt ~ e -a3tl cos(at )  
l= 1 [ 003 RI1 R12 Rnl Rn2 
--(qn3 ei°~"' q- qn4 e-i° J" ' )  e-a"t' I
I 1[ ( 
+~-~ e-°''l (a 
e u°3t [ cos (a t  ) 
4- 003)R11 ~ R,, 1 
cos(3~t)  t 
) 
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e -i'~, (cos (g2t )cos (3at )  )) 
+ (O- - t °3)R l2  Rn2 an2 7 
+(Un(21_l) e i°~-, + Un(21 , e -i'-,) e-a.tl] 
2 e ''°~, e -l'~, 
i L,, 1 L .2 - -  e "~`~ cos(g2t) 
0) 3 Rll RI2 
+ (2(M,,(2t_1) e i'-, + M.(21) e -i'-,) 
i(r°aR,1 r.~) 
- ~4 Rt  e -~t~ sin(o),,t) 




it  e l~°-, 
qnl R( n + 2)1 




e- i,o., 1 
qn2 R( n + 2)2 ) 
"1 qn2 e-"°"' + (O-,on)R(.+2~2 
- (u.a ei~-. + U°~ e-~-.)t ) 
1 ( qnl qn2 
409----~ c°s(°)'t) R(n+2) 1 R(,,+2)2 
( - .) ] etOJ3t e-lOJ3t 
e3(2n-1) Rn---- T + e3(2n) Rn------ ~ e-a3q cos(~"~t) 
l( FO-'0 e3(5-2'° R,----~ +e3(2'° R1----- ~ e-~3t' cos(/2t) 
- (gn3 e i''-, + gn4 e -i"~-,) e -a-t l  
(( - 2(,,~_,o~1) q°-" ' lR~,,_ . ,~ 
- (e4(2.-1~ e i'°~' + e4(2.) e-i~').e-"~"/ 
] 
e- i~'°-"'----~' ) 
+ q(3- n)2 R( 5 -n)2 
1( +7 (E4(2,,-1)e"°"'+E4(2,0 e-i'o,,) e-".q 
q(3-n)l eiC°°-~)t q(3-n)2 e-i°J°-~)~ -- + 
R(5 -n)lSn3 R(5 -n)2Sn4 C ,)1 
e - -  Ot (3 -n ) /1  
--Otntl 
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( ei°'3' e-i,,,3, ) 
- + ~ e -'~3/' cos(oat) + a3(2a,, a3)[~ R21 R]z 
(dn3 e i'°., + d,,4 e -i'°-,) e-a.t, I
"1  
a,, [ . ( 1 1 sin(t%t) +4to 2 2ito,,t(q,,le"°"'+q,,2e-i'°"')-2i-~lnl+Rn---~2 
[f 1 + a3P n a 2 --~wsnwsnwsn ((2oa+ ton) ei'°.,- (2oa-ton) e-io'.,) e-~.tl 
i 
4to3 (Znl e iw3' - tn2 e -iw3' ) e -a3tl cos(oat) 
+2(a3- O~n)2l(a 2 k-~2)((d5(2n_l)e it°-, q-d5(2n ) e -i~-,) 
2i 2( 1 1 )sin(to.t))e_,~. q + oa~ 3 3 
(-O n Rnl Rn2 (  t(ei 3, e-iO t) 
- (/2 2 +to --L'T'- + ----'T- cos(oat) 
R,,1 R,,2 
( )  ]1 e''~, e-'~3' sin(oat) e-'W~ + 2ioato3 3 3 R,,I R,,2 
I -ba(3-n)F(3-n)(Ot(3*'-n) -Ot3)Pn 2(to2_to2) e-a(3-")tl ~ (5 -n)l 
e --Otntl 
) e- ltO(3-n)t 
R~5 -n)2 
-(d4(2n_l) eio'"'+ d4(2n) e-i°°"') e-a.t' 
+ ½ito(3_,, ) cos(2oat) R~----'-gO-,oxS,,3 R~5-n)2S,,4 
1 ( ei'nO-"' e-i°~°-'°t ) ]
-~oa sin(2oat) R~5_n)lSn3 + ~-~~ e-ao-.)q R(5-,o2Sn4 
--]½ito(Z-n)(g3(2n-1) el°'"' +g3(2n) e-i°'"') 
ton R~-n)lSn3 -I- R~_n)2Sn 4 sin(oJ,,t) e -"-t~ 
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[1( ) e lt°nt e l=nt +a.P~F~(a.-a3) tX ;y-- + 
R(n+2)l R(n+2)2 
+P~ 
i03 n e "°  . ,  
3 + -4--O (o + 03.)R~.+2)1 
1 e '~'-' 
3 + 8 (O +03.)R<.+2)1 
+O 
+ 
e-i="' ) sin2(Ot) (a - -3  




1 e_./l[( 1 1 )  
2 4 03. R(n + 2)1 R~ + 2)2 
+ 1 2 




E atFl (°t l - -°t3)  i03, V.<2,_a) el"++ V~(2t ) e -i=-') e -'"tl 
1=1 
( - )  ] e m3t e l=3t d3(21-1)~ + d3(21) ~ e -"3/, cos(Ot) 
iO2( 1 1 ) [  . 
2 -~-----2"-~ (qn3e'°°"t+qn4e-'="') e-a"q 
R(t+2)l R(/+2)2 
) ]] el=3t e-l=3t Rnl gn2 e -a3q cos(Ot) 
+ a(3_n)PnFl(a(3_n) - an) 
1 03(3_ n) × I e - -  r " (3 -n ) t  I 
eito<3_n)t e-i=(3-n)t ) 
R(5-n)l R(5-n)2 
+ 
2(~ - ~)~ 
• ( R(5 103(3 -n) 
- (h.3 e i=-, + h,,4e-i'.,)e-a-tl 
e i=(3--)t e -- i=(3-n)t ) 
_.~aS.IS.3 - R(5-.~~S.2S.4 cos(2Ot) 
ei=O_n)t 
-O sin(2l]t) R<5~S, ,3  + 







+ R(5_n)2Sn2Sn 4 
e --~(3 -n)tl 
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,I 11(, +Pn(Ot3-an atF 1 ito 3 En(2l-1) 1 ei,~., + En(21 ) e -i`0-') 
~'22( q3(2t-D q3(2l))sin(tont) ) e-a. t, + 2 "[- "----~ ton gnl gn2 
e-i,o3t ) 
cos(at) q3(2t) R22 (( eltO3t - ito3 q3(2l-o - -~ Rnl 
( ~,. R°2 ) el` 03t e-',°3, - -  + q3(21)  2 sin(g2t) e - '~3t ,  +f~ q3(21-1) D21 
[( ) 1 1 1 e ''°-, ~g6 an en F2 ~ - 
ton R(n +2)1 R(n + 2)2 R(n +2)1 
ei`03, + q4(2n)e-i`03,)e-a3tl] X COS( ~'-~t ) - ( q4(2n_ l) 
2 [ e i"~-' e -i`0-, 
ie -~-/' cos(Ot) I L(n+2)l Z(n ton R(n + 2)1 + 2)2 R( n + 2)2 
-2(M(n+2)l eio°3'+M(n+2)2 e-i`o3,)e-a3'l] 
[ ( ( 1 e'`0-' cos(~t) cos(3/2t) + "~ e-antE (0  "l- ~-~R(n + 2)1 R(n + 2)1 Q(,, + 2)a 
e -i'"' cos(g2t) cos(3g2t) )) 
+ (l"] -- ton)R(n+2)2 R(,,+2)2 Q(n+2)2 
-(U(2n_l)l ei`03' w U(2n)2 e-i`03,) e -a3q } 
. . . .  e -a3 ' l  sin(to3t) 
tonto'~ R(n+2)l e(n+2)2 
1], 
e - i` 0m 
+ xaneo- . )FnFo-n)L  toz __ to I R(n + 2)1 




- -  h(3-n)l R(5-n)l + h(3_n)2 R(5_n) 2 
R(n + 2)2 
e-i~°nt ) e-°t"tl + 
R(n + 2)2 
e -'~o-.,/, ) cos(Ot) 
e --Otnll 
(18) 
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-- ((d6(2n_l) e i''3, + d6(2n , e -i'°'') _ (n(3_n, 1 e i'°3, + H{3_,,)2 e-i~°3')) e-a3tl 
1[( e i'°-` (cos(g-2t) + cos(3g-2t) ) 
+ 2 R(n+2)lS(3-n)l R(n+2)l Q(n +2)1 
+ e -i'°-' (cos(g-2t)+ cos(3Ot))) e--anti 
R(n + 2)2 S(3 - n )2  R(,, + 2)2 Q(n + 2)2 
1 
2Ogn (U4(2n_l, ei°~3' + U4(2n, e-i°~3') e-a3t' 
"31"- I(a(3_n)l e i~°3' + G(3_n) 2e -i°~3') e-a3tl 
(e i~° ,3 - - )  , e-it°o--, , ) 
-- + g(3-n)2 ~ e -~,3--,`' COS(Ot) g(3-n)l R( 5-n)l R(5-n)2 
[ [ 2~3 ((2~'~ -+- 0)3) ei°a3' (20 0)3) e-i~°3') e-a3/1 "F anFnotn ot n -- -- 
i ] 
409n(g(n+2)l eic°"'-g(n+2)2 e -i~°.') e-a.tl COS(Ot) 
[( ) 1 e '°'., e '"'.' e -a.t, cos(g2t) + ~(2a3 - -an)  7~ ~--~'-- R(n+2)l R(n+2)2 
-t  2n-1, e-io3,)e-°3,]] 
JJ 
+ 2anFn(an -Ot3)z [ (a  2 
eio~., e-i~.~ 
3 + 
R(n + 2)1 R~n + 2)2 
r 
"~-o)2)[(d6(2n_l) e '°3' + d6(2,,)e-i'3,) e-a3tl 
) e-'~"'~ cos(.Ot)] 
3 e -a3q sin(oJ3t) 
R(n + 2)2 
e- ' ' " '  e -a~t, sin(Ot) 
R(n + 2)2 
+O~o n 09 3 R(3 +2)i 
i 
elO~nt 
-2 i  
(n  + 2)1 




-- (N3(21_1) e i¢°3t + N3(21 ) e -i°J3*) e-a3tl 
[[( _ e lmnt e lmnt 
+ en(2l )R( n + 1PnFn alFl en(2l-1) R(n+2)l 2)2 
+ 
. • ) 1 q3(21-1) eU°3' q3(21) e lO/3t 
4-a ~+~-~)--~.~ + (~=~-~ 
e -~.'1 cos (Ot )  
e -'~3q s in(Ot)2 
i,( .3 e i(q3.211> q3.21.) 
4002 q3(2l-1) Rn 1 q3(21) R,,2 4/o 2 Rn 1 Rn 2 
1((1 1) 
-ff~-- + -ff~- 
4o9 3 Rnl Rn2 
1[ . _. 
+ 4093 a2alFl it(q3(2t-a)e''3' q3(zt) e '0",) 
o91 ( 1 1 )sin(o93t)]e ]] --a3tl 
+ 20)32 R(I+ 2)1 R(I +2)2 
e l°°3t e - -  1073t 
+a3Fn(a3-a , , )  Pn ¼t --g-~ + 'g-5- R,,1 R,,2 
1 ))sin o,t, 
( a - o9~)R~2 . )  e-laJ3t 
(a  :~3)R~2 sin(2g2t) 
) _ e -''°3' s in2(Ot)  
-- o93)Rn2 (n - - -  2 
e - ° t3 / l  
1 
+O (O + o93)R.~1 +
( 1 e l'°3t + ~ (a + o9~)R~l + 
( - io9 3 e"°3, 
+ ~ (a + o9~)R~1 
+io93[(V3(2n_l) ei'3' + V3(2. ) e -i'°3') e-,~3t, 
( ) ] e l°~nt e ". ,  - d,,a + d,, 2 e -'-t~ cos(g2t) R(n + 2)1 R(n +2)2 
+ 2o9,, ~.Za 
1)[( 
+ ~ q4(2n- 1) 
Rn2 
ei°'3' + q4(2n) e-i'°3') e-a3q 
( ) e la~nt e I('Ont R(n+2)l R(n+2)2 e - ' - t l  cos(g2t) 
[[( ) e uon' e lCOnt iogn q,,1 ,5----- q,,2 R2_--~--~ " cos(Ot )  R(n +2)1 (n +2)2 + 
e'/]] 
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" ~" I 
e l~°nt e l¢Ont 
+ qn2~ sin(Ot) --~-~ qnl R2 +2)1._ /x(n +2)2 
+ ~ R2 + R 2 sin(033t) 
033 (n+2)1 (n +2)2 
e --Otntl 
i n/  2n 1 ei3t e i 3tt] e 3till I  19, 
Snk, Qin, rin, Lin, qnk, q4i, dnk, d,i, gnk, g3i, hnk, anl, nnl' e4i, Eim, Mji, Nim, Uim and Vii, 
i --- m = 1, 2, 3, 4, j = 1, 2, 3, n = l = 1, 2, k = 3, 4, s = 4, 5, 6, are real coefficients listed in the 
Appendix. 
Thus, the theoretical resonance conditions admitted by (18) and (19) are summarized in 
Table 1. For the cases where O < 0, corresponding to /2 > 0, conditions, which could be 
physically realizable, may be found in the relevant complex conjugate terms of (18) and (19). 
The general solution of differential equations (1) and (2), up to the fourth approximation, is 
obtained from (13)-(19). These solutions can be written in closed form as 
Xi( t  , 6.) =Xio q- ~Xil q- E2Xi2 -t- ~3Xi3 -1- O(E4), i= 1, 2, 3; 
Xio, Xil , Xi2 and xi3 are obtained from the preceding equations. 
7. D iscuss ion  and  conc lus ions  
The multiple-time scale perturbation technique (MSPT) has been applied to solve the 
coupled, nonlinear differential equations describing the vibrations of a parametrically excited 
cantilever beam. This problem is of great importance in practice. Such a system is found in 
aircraft, space ships and simply in a crane, carrying a load at the end of its loading ann. The 
main concentration was on the resonance conditions of such a system. 
Table 1 illustrates the different types of resonance conditions for fourth approximations, 
excluding the trivial cases, i.e., 031 = 0.0, 032 = 0.0 and 033 = 0.0. The other resonance conditions 
can be divided into the following categories. 
(1) Internal resonance: 031 -~ O32 or 031 --- 033 or 032 -- 033- 
(2) Primary resonance:/2 ~- 031 or /2  ---- 032 or /2  --- 033. 
Table 1 
For xx3 For x23 For x33 
(01 = "t- 0)2 0)1 • =t: 0) 2 0)1 ~-- .at- 0)2 
n --- +(0)1 + 0)3) n -- +(0)1 =1= 0)3) /2 --- +(0)3 + 0)1) 
O -- +(0)2 + 0)3) /2 = -t-(0) 2 + 0)3) O -- +(0)3 + 0)2) 
a = "{'- ½(0) 1 ~ 0) 2) /2 = ~ ½(0) 2 -{'- 0)1) /2 = "l- ½(0)2 -'F" 0)1 ) 
+I 
= + ½(wi + 0)3) /2 = + 1(0)2 + (03) /2 = - ~(0)3 ± 0)0 
1 0) O= +0)1 /2=±0)2 /2= ±~(3+°)2) 
'~= :[: 0)3 /2= +0)3  /2 = "[" 0)I 
/2=+0)2 
/2= +0)3 
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Fig. 1. Response curves of different modes at the 
selected practical values of the affecting parameters.  
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Fig. 2. Response curves of different modes at the 
internal resonance case <o 2 = <o3 = 7.0. 
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Fig. 4. Response curves of different modes at the 
combination resonance case /2  = 0) 3 -- 0)1 = 15.92. 
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1 1 1 (3) Superharmonic resonance: g2 = _ ~(tol - 092), ~ = "4" 3 ( to1  "1- °93) and g2 = + 3( to2  "+- to3). 
1 1 1 (4) Ultrasubharmonic resonance: g2 = _+ ~(tol -+ tOE), /2 = _ ~(tOl --+ tO3) and 12 = _ ~(to2 +-- 
0)3) .  
(5) Combination resonance: f2 = -+(tol -+ toE), I2 = --+(tO1 --+ tO3) and I2 = --+(tOE ± to3)" 
To test such resonance conditions, a powerful numerical technique was applied. The selected 
technique is the power series one, which has been used successfully before in [3,4]. The selected 
practical values [2] for the different parameters were as follows: 
XI(0 ) = 0.0020 and XI(0 ) = 0.0, a 1 = 0.0097, 0)1 = 1.08, P1 = 0.211. 
X2(0 ) =0.0006 and X2(0 ) =0.0, a 2=0.0280, 0)2=7.00, P2=0.317- 
X3(0)=0.0040 and X3(0)=0.0,  33--0.0510, 0)3=17.0, F1=0.007, 
F 2--0.011, ~=13.5 .  
It can be seen from Fig. 1 that 
(a) for X1, it is a monotonic decreasing function up to a steady-state value of about 0.75 of 
the initial amplitude, and the steady-state frequency ratio tol/O is about 0.04; 
(b) for X 2, it is a monotonic decreasing function up to a steady-state value of about 0.17 of 
the initial amplitude, and the steady-state frequency ratio is about 0.26; 
(c) for X 3, it is a monotonic decreasing function up to a steady-state value of about 0.195 of 
the initial amplitude, and the steady-state frequency ratio is about 0.63. 
One of the internal resonance cases is tested. The chosen case is 0)2 "~- to3 -~- 7.0, as shown in 
Fig. 2. From this figure it can be shown that 
(a) for X 1, the change is a trivial one; 
(b) for X 2, it is decreasing with perturbed vibrations; (this may be attributed to the small 
value of the damping factor 32); 
(c) for X 3, it is a monotonic decreasing function up to a steady-state value of about 0.5 of 
the initial amplitude, and the steady-state frequency ratio is about 0.26. 
Also one of the primary resonance cases was tested when g2 = to3 = 17.0 as illustrated in Fig. 
3, and it can be shown that 
(a) for X 1, it has become unstable; 
(b) for X2, it is a monotonic decreasing function up to a steady-state value of about 0.45 of 
the initial amplitude, and the steady-state frequency ratio is about 0.262; 
(c) for X 3, it is a monotonic decreasing function up to a steady-state value of about 0.275 of 
the initial amplitude, and the steady-state frequency ratio is about 0.50. 
Thirdly, one of the combination resonance cases was considered, when f2 = to3 - -0 )1  = 15.92, 
as shown in Fig. 4, and it can be shown that 
(a) for X1, it is a monotonic increasing function in time; 
(b) for X2, it is decreasing with small perturbation; 
(c) for X3, it is a monotonic decreasing function up to a steady-state value of about 0.25 of 
the initial amplitude, and the steady-state frequency ratio is about 0.22. 
From the above discussion, it is quite clear that the resonance cases could easily damage the 
system due to the large increases of the steady-state amplitudes (see Fig. 4). Such cases of 
resonance may be taken into consideration when designing such a system. The following are 
concluded. 
(1) The system of equations has been solved applying MSPT up to fourth approximations. 
(2) All possible conditions of resonance were determined. 
(3) Resonance cases may lead to the destruction of the system as the increase in the bending 
steady-state amplitude may sometimes tend to a very large value of its original value. Such 
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cases may be taken into account when designing aircraft, space ships and cranes. 
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